Turfgrass interests united

The idea of a unified voice for turf has been discussed for many years. Until there was recognition for this newest agricultural entity, there was no point nor any chance of developing a voice. In the first place, no one would listen. In the second place, the dedicated workers in turfgrass were too few and too far apart (geographically and mentally) to develop unanimity.

Perhaps no one ever will be able to pinpoint the precise time in turfgrass history when the idea of a turfgrass council was born. Pennsylvania's Turf Advisory Committee, long headed by the late Joe Valentine, began about 1930 and, soon after 1950, gradually integrated into The Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council. Its first meeting was held in April 1955. Year by year its position has strengthened and it has served as a model for other coun-
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SOLID GOLF BALLS
A NEW CONCEPT IN GOLF BALL ENGINEERING
FULL REGULATION SIZE
DIRECT "FACTORY" WHOLESALE PRICES
F.O.B. PLANO, ILLINOIS

LPG 80  LONG PLAY GREEN (High Compression)  $3.90/doz. (12 doz. min.)
LPR 70  LONG PLAY BLACK (Medium Compression)  $3.60/doz. (12 doz. min.)
LPB 60  LONG PLAY RED (Low Compression)  $3.40/doz. (12 doz. min.)
RBY1  ECONOMY RANGE BALL YELLOW  $1.90/doz. (25 doz. min.)
RBY2P  SUPER RANGE BALL YELLOW  $1.95/doz. (25 doz. min.)
RBW  ECONOMY RANGE BALL WHITE  $2.25/doz. (25 doz. min.)
RBW2P  SUPER RANGE BALL WHITE  $2.30/doz. (25 doz. min.)
MB1  MINIATURE GOLF BALL (Assorted Colors)  $2.30/doz. (25 doz. min.)
6T-1  UNBREAKABLE PLASTIC TEES 1½" lg.  $2.50/M (25M min.)
MB-2  PLASTIC BALL MARKERS  $2.40/M (25M min.)
CLW2P  YOUR PRIVATE LABEL  $3.75/doz. (25 doz. min.)
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LO-BLO, the Air-Broom
keeps courses tidy year around, handles the leaf problem, permits play all thru Fall Season.

The Lo-Blo is made in sizes for every need: 4, 6, 8 hp models, a large self-propelled model and a 4 fan tractor mounted and powered model.

8 HP HEAVY DUTY MODEL

ATTACHMENTS: 10 foot 6" dia. Hose puts blast at places hard to reach or clean; Forward Deflector for curbing or walls; Highway Joint Deflector, Snow Blade, Blow-Wash Unit.

LO-BLO MODEL 30 PTO . . . ONE MAN DOES THE WORK OF A CREW

4 FANS BLOW LEFT OR RIGHT TRACTOR MOUNTED & POWERED

Designed to sweep leaves, litter, debris from ditches, open terrain, wooded areas into adjacent ditches, windrows or piles for pickup or burning. Can be used to blow areas dry so that work or play may continue without delay.
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Grau
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